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        What Verichannel Does
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            We build
and
operate jewelry search engines
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            We help jewelry companies distribute products on search engines
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            We increase sales by ensuring your product is seen online
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        Search Engines Operated by Verichannel

    

    
   We are currently building our Bitcoin Jewelers' Marketplace. To be a part, please click to download the PDF and fill out the information or contact us for details.

   Gemfling is the specialty search engine for the jewelry consumer, and is comparable to Yelp for restaurants.  B2B companies can showcase product in Gemfling and direct consumers to preferred retailers.  Retailers can list product under their own names.

    A password protected trade-only website featuring diamonds freshly-graded from the primary grading laboratories and a database of over 100,000 supplier-listed priced diamonds. Access is free to any verified trade professional.

    A private service built and operated under contract with Forevermark, US, Inc., a De Beers Group company. FMX is a trading platform for Forevermark diamonds and diamond jewelry.

    A private searchable database of diamonds designed and operated exclusively for the Independent Jeweler’s Organization.

    A joint service of Verichannel and Worldmart-E, in Panyu, China, which provides a real-time feed of diamonds from the world's largest diamond suppliers, to the China business-to-business market.

    A private searchable database of diamonds designed and operated exclusively for the American Gem Society.



    
	    
        
        Forevermark's FMX
        IJO Diamond Database
        
    


    
        "Diamond and jewelry companies are successfully marketing their inventory by placing it on multiple search engines. Rather than merely bringing traffic to your own site,  you can now distribute product through hundreds of others."
    


    
        Jacques Voorhees

        CEO of Verichannel and Founder of Polygon
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